
This is your Qualifier



Q 1: WILLINGNESS
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My Signature Program can be life 
changing for those ready for change. 
On a scale from 1-10 how willing and 
open are you?  1-10



Question 2 

ACTIONS
Do you have a stress 
behavior you want to 
change? 

• Emotional eating, nail biting, smoking

• Lack of Exercise

• Generalized anxiety

• Event induced anxiety (golf, dance

performance, test taking, public speaking)

• Releasing the need for unnecessary
alcohol

Question 3 

THOUGHTS
Do you have a repeated 
thought- behavior you 
want to retrain? 

• Thinking you may not have what it takes

• Thinking you may not be worthy

• Thinking you're getting the short end of the
stick

• Thinking with worry or fear

• Thinking it's too hard

Question 4 

FEELINGS
Do you have negative 
feelings you want to let 
go of? 

• Feeling angry

• Feeling unsatisfied

• Feeling resentful or defeated

• Feeling shame or guilt

• Feeling the need to avoid

• Feeling like you're starting over, again

Let's Kick Ass and Change Your Life! 



Which of these 
results would make 
you extremely 
happy you worked 
with me? 

 An internalized positive, new belief in myself

 A feeling of freedom from past mistakes and

control over unbeneficial habits

 To be much less reactive and more of a

responsive person who has control over my

words and feelings

 To have a radiant confidence and going for

new things with courage (ie. business, travel,

relationships, fitness, sports)

 To be a more energetic person with optimized
health

 I am generating more money flow

 I am enjoying deeper, closer relationships

 I'm speaking in front of groups, making
decisions and taking on a more leadership
role
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Which did you 
check off? 
Be sure to share these with me during 
your consultation.



Qualifier os

You are a qualified 
candidate if you 
possess one or more 
of these 5 qualities 

• You are open to emotional depth and

self exploration

• You have a burning desire for a new,

improved outcome

• You are coachable and willing to invest

in yourself

• You have a spirit of willingness to

practice a new way of being

• You are ready to let go so new things

can come in to your life

Why work with me? 

I'm De'Anna Nunez and I love to champion 

you to take control of your thoughts, feelings 

and actions. I'm qualified to deliver results. 

As a Board Certified Hypnotist, Accredited 

ICBCH Hypnosis Trainer and Coach,  I lead 

professionals like you to focus, inward and 

target your mind on exactly what you need 

to succeed. For fun, think of it like this, I'm 

Yoda and you're Luke Skywalker; learning to 

focus your mind and activate your super 

powers. 

I've hypnotized more than 10,000 people, and 

presented Hypnosis to more than 1,000 

audiences, I've also contracted with the US 

Marine Corps, Aflac, Mercury Insurance and 

other Fortune 500 companies. My varied 

experience in the field of Hypnosis is 

unique, and I've done it that way because I

love people! Whether its a company, a team,

a family or an individual, my purpose is to 

bring levity, meaning and impact to the 

pursuit of your best life-outcomes and 

happiness. 

The method I developed produces

client-results and is a specialized hybrid 

Coaching and Hypnosis, called High 

Performance Hypnosis. I strengthen 

psychological belief and the underlying 

emotional connection that fuels all habits, 

goals and aspirations.  
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Hypnosis has been an accepted form of medical treatment since the l 

950's. 

The average person experiences Hypnosis at least 2x per day. 

Your brain works differently while in Hypnosis. While going "under or into" 

you bypass the conscious, analytical mind and become 100% connected 

to your 'Belief State' 

Hypnosis is not sleep. Professors from Harvard and Stanford deem 

Hypnosis as a state of focused attention and receptive openness. 

In an expert review of Neurotherapeutics, Hypnosis training represents a 

rapid, non-addictive and safe alternative to medication for the treatment 

of anxiety-related conditions. The tremendous volume of research 

provides compelling evidence that hypnosis is an efficacious treatment for 

state anxiety. 

Your next action is to set up your consultation ■;ma 
www.Calendly.com/vitalmind/30 
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Can You Be Hypnotized?
Of course you can! Read the facts and educate yourself on what Hypnosis actually 

is. And, recognize, much of the time my job is to wake you up from your own mind-

trances.  For way too long, you've been ruled by a false identity or belief of yourself, 

even negative habit,s or feeling such as anxiety, fear or powerlessness. They are not 

who you are, just how you've coped. It's time to emerge and be the real, strong, you. 

05 FACTS: 

BOOK YOUR CONSULT

e: deanna@vitalmindinc.com / p:858-299-9020


